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Evictions contribute to homelessness due to rising rents, the lack of affordable housing, and

rent burden.  In 2018, the number of citizens who were homeless reached Great Recession

numbers.  The average rent in all of Washington rose from under $800 to $1,000 between

2003 and 2019, which means you need to make about $40,000 in 2019  to avoid rent burden

(paying more than 30% of your income to rent). In order to afford to rent an average-priced

home in King County, where rents have reached $2,200, you need to make about $90,000, in

Clark County you need about $65,000, and in Pierce you need about $55,000.

Current homelessness is related to the rapid population growth in the major metropolitan areas

with housing construction not being able to keep pace with demand. For instance, between

2010 and 2017, the population in King county rose from 1.931 to 2.189 million,  a growth of

13.3%. At the same time the number of housing units rose by 7.9%, from 835,600 to 902,100.

As result, Washington State has lost over 90,554 affordable rentals  since 2000, where 85%

(76,865) of those homes disappeared between 2012 and 2017.  These affordable units were

lost to either increased rent or demolition. As a result of growing inequality,  the current
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housing crisis is more concentrated toward the low wage population. During the Great

Recession, households lost their homes due to a broad economic crisis impacting every facet

of the economy but today, it is mostly impacting a portion of the population that never really

recovered from the recession.

Research shows that low-income households are most likely to be evicted where stagnant

wages and inadequate welfare are unable to compete with increases in rent. Research also

shows that 80% to 90% of evictions are due to falling behind on rent where over 1/3rd of the

defendants in the study were contributing over 80% of their income to rent.  In 2017, 46%

of Washington households were rent burdened (contributing more than 30% of your income to

rent) with about half of those households contributing more than 50% of their income to rent.

This means that thousands of households are constantly on the verge of losing their home to

an increase in rent or eviction due to rent burden.

The University of Washington’s Eviction Project was formed in the Summer of 2018 to

measure and analyze this complex issue of evictions using court records, census data, and

housing market trends across the state. We combine advanced data science techniques with

demographic, urban sociology, and economic theory to understand how rent, changing

neighborhoods, homelessness, and evictions relate to housing insecurity.

What we have found so far is troubling.

Washington Evictions Are:

Pervasive

Between 2013 and 2017, 1 in 55 Washingtonian adults had an eviction (130,203

adults which equals 1.8% of the State’s adult population)

Between 2004 and 2017, 397,697 adults have received a formal eviction.

1. 

A Civil Rights Issue

Black adults are over-represented in the eviction process when their group’s

population consists of at least 5% of the county’s total population.

In Pierce County, 1 in 6 black adults has had an eviction between 2013 and 2017. In

King County, 1 in 11 black adults has had an eviction in King County over the same

time period. For white adults, 1 in 50 in Pierce County and 1 in 100 in King were

evicted.

Women are evicted more than men across the state.

2. 

Legally Under-Represented3. 
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only 8% of unlawful detainer defendants had legal representation at some point in

their eviction process.

The most common resolution for an eviction is a default judgment–a no-show to a

court hearing. In these circumstances, unlawful detainer defendants are almost

guaranteed to receive the maximum penalty and fines requested by the landlord,

putting them further behind than just losing their home.

In light of the increases of rent and lack of affordable housing, there is no wonder why we are

seeing an increase in the number of citizens who are homeless. Given that evictions contribute

to this problem, and that it is a highly understudied phenomenon in Washington, we believe it

is important to share these findings with the public as soon as possible, raise awareness to the

issue, and provide tools for policymakers to address this issue. In most contexts, academics

publish these types of findings in journals that rarely reach the public eye. Therefore, we

created this website to host a living document that will be frequently updated as we find new

results. This early version shows the basics of what we have found so far. Over the next year,

we will be adding more content and context.

This document is laid out in sections where, on the left, you will see a table of contents that

you can easily navigate. You will also notice arrows on either side of the text that you can use

to navigate to the previous or next section.

Funding for this scholarly research was provided in part by Enterprise Community

Partners↩

1. 

This count underestimates the total number of those experiencing homelessness as it

does not include people that are doubling up with friends or family.↩

2. 

Housing and Urban Development Fair Market Rent Data↩3. 
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HUD FMR Data↩4. 

US Census↩5. 

American Community Survey↩6. 

Affordable rentals are units that are $800 or less in 2017 dollars and adjusted for

inflation.↩

7. 

U.S. Census↩8. 

Economic Policy Institute estimates that between 2009-2015, the top 1% of income

earners captured 42% of the total income growth in Washington State.↩

9. 

Brophy, Paul C., and Rhonda N. Smith. “Mixed-income housing: Factors for success.”

Cityscape (1997): 3-31.↩

10. 

Desmond, Matthew. “Unaffordable America: Poverty, housing, and eviction.” Fast Focus:

Institute for Research on Poverty 22, no. 22 (2015): 1-6.↩
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The mark of an eviction has long lasting consequences for individuals. It prevents households

from being able to achieve favorable and affordable housing in good neighborhoods  and

leads to prolonged searches for housing  that leave ample time for families to experience

short-term and long-term homelessness.  Studies show that at least 80% to 90% of

households were evicted for falling behind on rent  with about 1/3rd of households allocating

at least 80% of their income to rent.  In Seattle, Washington, many households were

evicted for owing less than $100 in rent  with most evictions occurring in diverse, gentrifying,

and the lowest rent neighborhoods.  At the household level, evictions are a function of low,

stagnant wages (i.e. unchanging minimum, or just above minimum, wages) and inadequate

public assistance not being able to compete with rising rents.  The most vulnerable are

women with children who have larger expenses but smaller incomes  and persons of

color.

Casciano, Rebecca, and Douglas S. Massey. “Neighborhood disorder and anxiety

symptoms: new evidence from a quasi-experimental study.” Health & place 18, no. 2

(2012): 180-190.↩

12. 

Atkinson, Rowland. Does gentrification help or harm urban neighbourhoods?: An

assessment of the evidence-base in the context of new urban agenda. Vol. 5. Glasgow:

ESRC Centre for Neighbourhood Research, 2002.↩

13. 

Smith, Neil. The new urban frontier: Gentrification and the revanchist city. Routledge,

2005.↩

14. 

Curtis, Marah A., et al. “Life shocks and homelessness.” Demography 50.6 (2013):

2227-2253.↩

15. 

10% to 20% were for breaking rules.↩16. 
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This study utilizes eviction court records to understand the count and demographics of those

that are evicted. Evictions in this report are defined as the count of unlawful detainer court

records in the State of Washington. An unlawful detainer is a court ordered eviction process

filed by a landlord to remove a tenant with the most common reason being falling behind on

rent. In short, a landlord posts an eviction notice for a tenant to pay or leave within 3 days of

notice. If the tenant cannot comply, the landlord then gives the tenant a summons and

complaint to which the tenant must respond within a week. Next, the parties go to court to

determine whether to issue a writ of restitution (removal of the tenant by the Sheriff) or if the

tenant wins the case leading to a dismissal (see the Losing Home report, pg. 13, for a concise

description of the most common unlawful detainer practices).

Given this definition, we consider all eviction counts in this study to be “formal evictions.”

Informal eviction data on tenants vacating within the 3-day notice or prior to notice due to an

increase in rent is not available.

Eviction counts are analyzed using a full list of unlawful detainer court cases and names

provided by the Washington State Superior Court. We also combine population, rental,

income, and market data from the US Decennial and American Community Survey population

and rental unit estimates, Housing and Urban Development fair market rent trends, the

Washington State Department of Commerce Homelessness Point in Time Counts, and the

Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index to adjust yearly monetary amounts to 2017

dollars.

To better understand both who is evicted and how broader contexts affect evictions, we

developed a multi-level approach to collecting and processing novel eviction data. The

analysis is based on automatically processing the actual pages from the eviction court

documents, converting the eviction addresses to census tracts, and estimating race and sex

based on the name and tract. We have two types of information available to us: first, the

summary tables of all the eviction cases provided by the State Court and second the the
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eviction lawsuit court records for selected counties provided by each individual county court

clerks office. The list of all evictions are by county from 2004 to 2017 and includes case

numbers, the names of all parties involved (defendants, plaintiffs, and attorneys), case

resolution of the eviction, and judgment amounts. Missing causes of evictions and

demographic detail requires us to review actual court records to obtain more detailed

information. The court records are in the form of unstructured photocopies. Broadly, we

perform the following tasks in this order:

First, we download the records from courts’ information systems of the corresponding

counties.  As the courts’ information systems do not have easy-to-access web APIs, this

involves developing custom web scraping scripts. Courts’ keep their documents either in pdf or

in tagged image file (TIF) format. We convert these documents into high-resolution (250 dpi)

individual page images, and the images in turn into text using tesseract 4.0 OCR software.

Thereafter we extract the eviction addresses from the texts. Our current approach uses regular

expression-based matching in order to detect addresses. We chose this approach partly

because of its simplicity, and partly because it requires less training data than the alternatives,

neural-network based named entity recognition. Regular expressions and related methods are

popular in performing similar tasks.

As the documents may contain more addresses than that of the premises, such as the address

of the attorney or landlord, we evaluate the likelihood of the address being the correct one. We

collect words from the text in the neighborhood where the address is written (10 words before

and 10 words after the address) and evaluate the type of the address based on these bag-of-

words using Naive Bayes. The approach works very well for addresses extracted from eviction

summons (these are written in a fairly standard format). If the algorithm cannot find the correct

address in the summons file, it also scans all the other available documents, and picks the

address it considers most likely. In those cases our correct address selection algorithm is less

robust.

The accuracy of the full address extraction for about 40,000 cases is approximately 75%. The

main issues are a) ocr errors that introduce wrong names (e.g. Bellmgham instead of

Bellingham or sth street instead of 5th street), b) missing zip codes in documents, and c)

picking wrong address out of several addresses. The latter usually happens if the address is

handwritten in the summons (or sometimes the address does not exist in printed form at all) as

our address correctness estimate is less robust for address extracted from different files.
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Third, the extracted addresses are geocoded through ESRI’s ArcMap software, which uses an

“address locater” database to match each input address to a set of geographic coordinates.

ArcMap also assigns each input address an “Address Type”, which specifies the point of

reference that ArcMap uses to determine coordinates for each address. These “Address Type”

categories largely reflect administrative units such as “Admin” (state), “SubAdmin” (county),

“Postal” (ZIP code), and “Locality” (municipality). This categorization provides an indication of

address-matching accuracy, because each category represents the centroid of an

administrative jurisdiction. If a given address is assigned an “Admin” match type, therefore, the

geographic coordinates provided by ArcMap represent the geographic center of a given state

rather than the precise coordinates of the address location. Similarly, “SubAdmin”, “Postal”,

and “Locality” represent the centroids of counties, ZIP codes, and municipalities respectively.

Therefore, our measure of a successful address match is one in which the address match type

is either “Street Address” or “Point Address”, which indicate that the given coordinates closely

reflect the actual address location.

With this metric for a successful address match, we carry out geocoding in three steps. First,

we geocode all extracted addresses in ArcMap. Second, we take any addresses that are not

successfully matched and standardize their address format using Google’s geocoding API.

Finally, these addresses are geocoded once again in ArcMap. Any addresses without a

successful match following these two rounds of geocoding are discarded. The first round of

geocoding had an address match success rate of approximately 60%. After the google

validation, the overall success rate increased to 93.6%. Tract FIPS codes were then spatially

joined to each of the cases with a successful address allowing us to estimate the sex and race

of individuals using their name and location.

Using these addresses, race is estimated through a Bayesian prediction model using surname

and geolocation. This ecological inference method developed by Imai and Khanna  utilizes

the Bayes’ rule to examine the racial likelihood of frequently occurring surnames within Census

name data and the racial composition for each neighborhood (tract data) where the evicted

defendant lived. Using these two pieces of information, we compute the predicted probability of

each racial category (White, Black, Latinx, Asian, or other) for any given individual. For

example, a person with the last name Jackson, a common Black surname, living in a high-

Black neighborhood would have a higher likelihood of being Black. Whereas the same name

found in a high-White neighborhood would have a lower probability of being Black.

Neighborhood racial composition is defined by the 2010 Decennial Census tract geography.

Sex is inferred by cross-validating the first name of the individual with the Social Security
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Administration (SSA) Name Registry from 1932 to 2012 and the US Census Integrated Public

Use Microdata Series (IPUMS).

Currently, we have completed the download and processing data for Pierce, Snohomish,

and Whatcom county, and some of the King county (i.e. city of Seattle). Access to these

data is both costly and requires establishing a relationship with each county clerk in the

state.↩

25. 

Imai, Kosuke, and Kabir Khanna. “Improving ecological inference by predicting individual

ethnicity from voter registration records.” Political Analysis 24, no. 2 (2016): 263-272.↩

26. 
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Figure 4.1: Unlawful Detainer Cases by Washington County

Between 2013 and 2017, 1 in 55 (1.8%) Washingtonian adults faced an eviction. Figure 4.1

shows the number of unlawful detainer court cases from 2004 to 2017 across the state of

Washington by county. With the exception of King, most counties experienced a steady count

of evictions, with the top five most populated counties facing well over 1,000 evictions per

year. King (green) saw a peak in evictions just before the end of the Great Recession, which
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ended around 2009, tapering off during recovery, and then a steady count from 2012.

While the decline in evictions seems promising, a brief study from the Urban Institute suggests

that the loss of affordable housing and a drop in the area’s low-income population coincides

with declines in evictions. In other words, declines in evictions may be because King County

evicted everyone they could.  Section 5 goes further into this discussion, but in brief,

Washington has lost 76,865 affordable homes at $800 or less since 2012, coinciding with an

increase in homelessness that matches Great Recession numbers. Given that eviction is a

leading cause of homelessness  it seems likely that lower evictions might decline when

homelessness is high and affordable housing is scarce.

Table 4.1: Eviction counts by C

County Total 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2

Adams 161 19 17 11 7 6 11

Asotin 618 58 38 50 30 31 25

Benton 7,089 532 431 459 475 516 492

Chelan 1,544 146 166 105 127 120 96

Clallam 1,612 100 99 96 86 90 88

Clark 20,237 1,767 1,771 1,667 1,549 1,573 1,425 1

Columbia 74 3 6 6 4 3 4

Cowlitz 5,733 517 502 516 445 438 373

Douglas 586 65 50 49 48 37 34

Ferry 48 5 5 4 3 4 7

Franklin 1,953 110 139 126 170 154 151
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Figure 4.2: Default Judgment Counts and Percents by Washington County

One surprising trend is the number of default judgments (no-shows to court) among unlawful

detainers. The figure above shows the count and percent of cases that were default

judgments. By count, most occurred during the great recession. However, the percentage of

cases that were defaults tells a different story. Spokane County saw a steady trend of about

45% of cases defaulting, while Snohomish, Pierce, and Clark peaked around 45% to 50% in

2006, landing to around 30% and 35% by 2017. King, on the other hand, is above Great

Recession percents hovering just under 50%.

The consequence of no-show outcomes almost surely guarantees that the tenant will face the

strictest enforcement and costs of an eviction. A recent study in Seattle found that the median

court costs for over 1,000 cases in 2017 was $3,129.73, which included owed rent, non-rent

charges, and legal costs.  In addition to the mark of an eviction, these costs compound the

already dire consequences of evictions.
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Figure 4.3: Average legal representation for all counties in Washington State from 2004 to

2017

One of the suggestions in helping ameliorate the negative affects of an eviction filing is to have

legal representation during the court proceedings. The same Seattle study in 2017  found

that defendants that had legal representation were twice as likely to stay in their homes as

compared to pro-se representation. Less than 8% of all Washington defendants had an

attorney named on their behalf in our data. One caveat to this number is that a named attorney

does not equate representation during trial, but rather, there was some attorney working on

some part of the case (i.e. not necessarily present before the judge). Realistically, attorney

representation at the time of trial would speculatively fall several percentage points below 8%

for all defendants. Among all the 39 counties in Washington, only 9 counties had an average

representation rate at or above 8%. Figure 4.3 shows the average representation for each

county from 2004 to 2017, where black dots represent the average and the density bands

show the variation in representation over time. King County had the most representation

ranging from under 14% to one time to 33% and an average of about 21%. This high level of

representation for defendants may be related to the efforts of volunteer law programs such as
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the Housing Justice Project that represents defendants on the day of their trial. Regardless,

the rates of eviction in King County are still some of the highest in the state. The red dots on

the left identify the top 5 most populated counties. As you can see, Pierce, Clark, Spokane,

and Whatcom counties still have extremely low representation averages below the state

average of 8%.

Figure 4.4: Female to Male Ratio in Evictions by WA County

Across Washington state, females were evicted 6% more than males (189,053 females,

178,500 males, and 30,143 unknown).  However, this distribution is not the same for every

county. Figure 4.4 shows the smoothed averages of the female to male ratio of adult

defendants. Pierce, Spokane, Clark, and all “other” counties with less than 700 evictions a

year (n = 34) have a higher ratio of around 11% more eviction filings for women than men.

King County and neighboring Snohomish County have slightly more men evicted than women
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at roughly 3% on average.

Figure 4.5: Race Differences in Evictions for Select WA Counties

The most troubling results from this analysis is the huge racial disparity of Black adults who

faced eviction filings.  When comparing the court records for three counties to their

respective 2012 to 2017 adult population, we find that 9% of Black adults in King County and

17% of Black adults in Pierce faced an eviction within a 5-year period (see Figure 4.5).

Whatcom’s Black population is much smaller (less than 1%) than King (5.5%) and Pierce

(6.6%) and only faced an eviction rate of 1.4%. Latinx adults, a population close to the

proportion of Black adults in these counties (compositions of 7.6%, 8.1%, and 7%

respectively), faced much lower eviction rates of 3% in King, 3.7% in Pierce, and 1.8% in

Whatcom. White adults came in third with roughly 1.5% and 2.6% eviction rates while Asian

adults faced the lowest rate of 0.5% and 1.7%.
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When comparing each of these racial groups to the White eviction rates, Black adults are

evicted 5.5 times more than Whites in King County, 6.8 times more in Pierce, and only .9 less

in Whatcom (see Table 4.2. Latinx adults are evicted 1.9 times and 1.4 times more than whites

in King and Pierce and only 10% more in Whatcom. Asian adults are evicted almost half as

much as Whites.

Table 4.2: Eviction counts, rates, and ratios by race

County
Race &

Ethnicity
Adults

County

Adult

Race

Percents

Evicted

Adults

Percent

of

Evicted

Adults

Eviction

Ratio to

white

King Asian 285,020 16.4% 2,544 0.9 % 0.6

King Black 95,992 5.5% 8,471 8.8 % 5.5

King Latinx 132,460 7.6% 4,000 3 % 1.9

King Other 73,291 4.2% 66 0.1 % 0.1

King White 1,152,975 66.3% 18,480 1.6 % —

Pierce Asian 42,436 6.4% 728 1.7 % 0.7

Pierce Black 43,756 6.6% 7,834 17.9 % 6.8

Pierce Latinx 53,993 8.1% 2,016 3.7 % 1.4

Pierce Other 32,668 4.9% 70 0.2 % 0.1

Pierce White 491,509 74% 12,942 2.6 % —

Whatcom Asian 7,567 4.3% 40 0.5 % 0.3

Whatcom Black 1,534 0.9% 22 1.4 % 0.9

Whatcom Latinx 12,380 7% 217 1.8 % 1.1

Whatcom Other 9,475 5.3% 16 0.2 % 0.1

Whatcom White 146,497 82.6% 2,265 1.5 % —
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We estimate the sex of the evicted, based on the names on the eviction summons. Note
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We estimate race of the evicted based on the name and census tract. While our

methodology gives good overall estimates, the results may be biased toward the racial

majority in the corresponding tracts. However, we have compared these rates to actual

demographic intake rates by the Housing Justice Project and they fall within a couple
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34. 

One drawback from using race estimations and census data is the lack of detail within

ethnic groups and, therefore, potential under-evaluation of disparities in evictions. For

example, the overall Asian eviction rate is the lowest of all groups, however, there may be

some groups within this ethnic category that have a high rate of evictions over another.

One possible solution for future work is to disaggregate Asian backgrounds by using their

first name, which can be more closely identified with a particular region of Asia and

potentially more precise estimation.↩
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Figure 5.1: Trends in affordable housing, homelessness, and evictions for Washington State

The above figure shows Washington’s trends in affordable housing units at $800, changes in

homelessness according to the yearly point in time counts, and and the trend in eviction cases.

Overall, we see that around the Great Recession, there was a high rate of homelessness and

evictions even when there was more affordable housing. This corresponds with the overall

economic crisis at that time where a large proportion of all households faced huge economic

disadvantages. After the recovery from the recession, affordable units slightly increased along

with declines in homelessness and evictions. However, by 2012, Washington started to lose

affordable housing largely to rising rents, where the following year started an increase in
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homelessness. During this time, evictions kept a steady pace until about 2014 where it started

to slump while homelessness took a drastic rise. By 2017, we lost a large portion of affordable

housing stock, see homelessness increasing beyond Great Recession numbers, and evictions

keeping a steady pace since 2009. It should be noted that while evictions seem down, there

are still over 18,000 cases, only a few percentage points down from eight years before.

Given that evictions contributes to homelessness,  the steady stream of evictions likely

fed people into the homeless population each year while the loss of affordable housing

exacerbated the problem. In contrast to the Great Recession, where almost all households felt

the economic crisis, the period between 2012 to 2017 seems to have largely impacted low-

income households that may not have recovered from losses during the Great Recession. In

other words, our overall growing economy over the past eight years may have concealed the

danger of housing insecurity among the most vulnerable Washington citizens. Surveys during

the point in time count show that each year, over 90% of those counted were from Washington

State  meaning that our homeless population is largely our own people and the myth of the

migrant homeless doesn’t hold up. Rather, the Urban Institute Study  referring to a

connection between decreasing evictions and affordable housing as a result of losing low-

income households seems to be a likely relationship for Washington as well. In our case, we

seem to have fewer households to evict possibly because they have entered into

homelessness.
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Figure 5.2: Trends in affordable housing, homelessness, and evictions for King County

When we look solely at King County (above), we see a more pronounced relationship in the

decline in evictions and affordable housing along with a rapid increase in homelessness. On a

more micro-level, the loss of affordable housing coincides with a decline in evictions because

tenants who are evicted face a difficult time finding new housing due to their record and limited

incomes that cannot afford the fair market rental rates.  Even for tenants with a public

housing voucher, finding an available unit is extremely difficult and few landlords even accept

vouchers.  With few housing options for evicted tenants, it is likely that a majority of these

households are either geographically displaced or forced into homelessness.
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Based on prior research that finds a direct link between evictions and homelessness through

qualitative surveys and our quantitative examination of trends in the state, it is becoming

increasingly evident that evictions seems to be one of the direct mechanism between the

current housing crisis and increases in homelessness. A recent McKinsey report says that

“[t]he rise in homelessness cannot be explained by population growth or rising poverty, as

there has been little of the former, and the latter has fallen.”

meaning that other mechanisms are at play. While the McKinsey report finds a correlation

between the rise in homelessness and the rise in fair-market rent, our report seems to add

evictions into this equation.

Figure 5.3: Rent Burden: the percent of household income going to rent

Almost half of all renters (46%) are rent burdened. Of those households, close to half of them
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are paying more than 50% of their income to rent. This means that about 250,000 households

are paying between 30% to 50% of their income to rent and another 250,000 are paying over

half their income to rent–a combined total of 500,000 households. This leaves a large portion

of the population near the brink of losing their homes.

Figure 5.4: Rents and incomes need to afford rent

Figure 5.4 above shows the going rents across the state and within the top five most populated

counties. On the left-hand side is the HUD fair market rent  adjusted for 2017 dollars.

Washington (the orange line) had rents under $800  in 2003 and saw an average increase to

$1,000. When calculating how much income is needed to avoid 30% rent burden,  $1,000

rent requires an income of $40,000 after taxes. Overall, you can seen that, again, in 2012,

rents started to sharply increase in the most populated counties. In King, you need about

$90,000 after taxes to afford the conservative estimate $2,200 in rent. In Clark, you need

44
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about $65,000 while in Pierce, you need about $55,000.

Figure 5.5: Median Household Income by Race and Area Median Income

Finally, when looking at incomes by race (Figure 5.5 above) there are distinctions between

different groups. For Washington State (left graph) the overall median household income

(green) took a hit during the recession but recovered to about $70,000. By median, we mean

that half of the population is above $70,000 and half are below. White median household

incomes fall just above the overall median while Asian increased well above reaching upwards

of $90,000. Black and Latinx, however, fall below the 80% area median income (AMI) line

which signifies “low-income”. Fifty percent signifies very-low-income and 30% signifies

extremely-low-income.  The right graph shows King County where the overall median falls

near white and Asian incomes while Latinx households are just below the low-income

threshold and black median incomes are just above the very-low-income threshold. The legacy

of segregation in has largely contributed to the consistently low incomes for black and Latinx
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households where redlining, block-busting, and housing covenants disallowed lending to

households of color and access to segregated white neighborhoods that saw improved

conditions.
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Figure 6.1: Trends in affordable housing, homelessness, and evictions in four other counties
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2019-02-17 - Provided links to several citations in sections 2 and 5. First draft only listed

author and year whereas, now, they list the full citation and links to the papers. Also, text was

added to clarify the relationship between homelessness and evictions in section 5.1.

2019-02-10 - Added a table for counts of unlawful detainers by county and year; several

grammatical edits.

2019-02-07 - Correction: The WA count of homeless in figure 5.1 was accidentally doubled.

Trends stayed the same but count was corrected.

2019-02-07 - Initial Release
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